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About This Game

Experience one war through two epic sagas where you will be a part of history or change it. Feel the power of the historically
authentic and decisive battles of the Pacific War. Relive some of the grandest and most critical naval battles of recent history

and for the first time, choose to lead your fleet to a completely different ending to the war. You will need intelligence and
expertise to plan your moves and constantly remain one step ahead of the enemy. With both strategy and action at your

command truly anticipate your opponent’s every move and turn the tide of war.

Features:

TWICE THE SIZE 
Lead the US and Japanese forces in two massive campaigns to relive or rewrite history with up to 28 missions to play
through!

MASTER YOUR FLEET 
Command and take direct control of over 100 authentic and prototype air, sea and undersea units including fighters,
bombers, kamikaze planes, cruisers, destroyers, aircraft carriers, submarines and lots more!!
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NEW LEVEL OF REALISM 
Experience a new level of visual realism where the Pacific Ocean and its chains of islands truly come to life. Immerse
yourself in the action with the all new cockpit view.

TAKE THE BATTLE ONLINE
Challenge your friends in 5 completely new and engaging multiplayer modes and take part in large online battles
featuring up to 100 units!!
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Title: Battlestations Pacific
Genre: Action, Strategy
Developer:
Eidos Studio Hungary
Publisher:
Square Enix
Release Date: 12 May, 2009

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows XP (admin rights required)/Microsoft Windows Vista (admin rights required)

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 3+GHz or AMD Athlon 2.5+GHz

Memory: 1GB (Windows XP) / 2GB (Windows Vista) system memory

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 6 series 6800GT (or better) / ATI 1800XT (or better)

Hard Drive: 8 GB Free Space

Sound: Direct X 9.0c compatible sound card and drivers

English,French,German,Italian
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*cracks open a Monster*
*sip* Yupp Battle Stations Pacific, now that is a good game.
The game of my childhood.It is not a simulator, but how good the music is I can not describe.I mean this game is a game what
you can enjoy when you sit down, it is not complicated, a simple game, have no bugs.I could not play it for long time, because
of windows live, but it is running again.This game, is what kids in my age always wanted back in 2009.I love the game that it has
two campaign, from the american to the japanese campaign you can only love it.. A classic from the olden days of strategy, a
great game for singleplayer and multiplayer alike! For those who are wondering how to fix the game and run multiplayer, the
game is so old it requires Games for Windows Live to run it. This game still has a small but committed community of great
players, with plenty of mods if needed. The game balance itself is a bit odd requiring you to complete the campaigns to unlock
"Special units" for multiplayer, such as the Iowa class battleship, or even the infamous MXY-7 Ohka rocket powered suicide
plane!

The link below will download the installer for GWFL, it will not cause any changes to your PC and is from Microsoft
themselves. Think of it like Steam but for really old games, it can accessed through the in-game overlay.
https:\/\/go.microsoft.com\/fwlink\/?LinkID=201134

In conclusion, this game is a fun nostalgic experience and when on sale for only 1 dollar is a great game to get!. You need
Windows Live account to play this game. If I had known this earlier, I wouldn't have purchased this. Do not make the same
mistake I made. Stay away.. *cracks open a Monster*
*sip* Yupp Battle Stations Pacific, now that is a good game.
The game of my childhood.It is not a simulator, but how good the music is I can not describe.I mean this game is a game what
you can enjoy when you sit down, it is not complicated, a simple game, have no bugs.I could not play it for long time, because
of windows live, but it is running again.This game, is what kids in my age always wanted back in 2009.I love the game that it has
two campaign, from the american to the japanese campaign you can only love it.. So before the disk broke, I used to play this all
the time. It was my first first-person game, ever, since my folks didn't want me to have those shooter-inducing FPS games like
Call of Duty or GTAV, they let me play this instead.
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Its very fun, even if the Japanese campaign starts to make less and less sense as the game progresses (like, if the Japs are
winning the war, why are they using kamikazes? Why would the Americans park their most valuable ships right next to an
ammunition ship, and then disable all the AA guns?), and the power imbalance of the RTS skirmish mode is broken (you get
points *back* when you *lose* ships? The *same* amount of points back? This means you can churn out battleships
indefinitely, because losses of units have no significance!), this game is a blast to play for naval warfare enthusiasts. Or just any
warfare enthusiast, really; you can bomb islands in B-29s, shell enemy bases while your rifleman storm the beaches, and torpedo
the Yamato without having to grind through an impossible skill tree (*World of Warships*).

It's a fun game but, be advised, it still requires a Windows Live Account (why in God's name, I don't know), and since I already
had the game it remembered my login and I was allowed in. This isn't the case for everyone, so keep that in mind if you want to
buy this game.. So before the disk broke, I used to play this all the time. It was my first first-person game, ever, since my folks
didn't want me to have those shooter-inducing FPS games like Call of Duty or GTAV, they let me play this instead.

Its very fun, even if the Japanese campaign starts to make less and less sense as the game progresses (like, if the Japs are
winning the war, why are they using kamikazes? Why would the Americans park their most valuable ships right next to an
ammunition ship, and then disable all the AA guns?), and the power imbalance of the RTS skirmish mode is broken (you get
points *back* when you *lose* ships? The *same* amount of points back? This means you can churn out battleships
indefinitely, because losses of units have no significance!), this game is a blast to play for naval warfare enthusiasts. Or just any
warfare enthusiast, really; you can bomb islands in B-29s, shell enemy bases while your rifleman storm the beaches, and torpedo
the Yamato without having to grind through an impossible skill tree (*World of Warships*).

It's a fun game but, be advised, it still requires a Windows Live Account (why in God's name, I don't know), and since I already
had the game it remembered my login and I was allowed in. This isn't the case for everyone, so keep that in mind if you want to
buy this game.
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You need Windows Live account to play this game. If I had known this earlier, I wouldn't have purchased this. Do not make the
same mistake I made. Stay away.. the game doesnt work the launcher fails every time. A classic from the olden days of strategy,
a great game for singleplayer and multiplayer alike! For those who are wondering how to fix the game and run multiplayer, the
game is so old it requires Games for Windows Live to run it. This game still has a small but committed community of great
players, with plenty of mods if needed. The game balance itself is a bit odd requiring you to complete the campaigns to unlock
"Special units" for multiplayer, such as the Iowa class battleship, or even the infamous MXY-7 Ohka rocket powered suicide
plane!

The link below will download the installer for GWFL, it will not cause any changes to your PC and is from Microsoft
themselves. Think of it like Steam but for really old games, it can accessed through the in-game overlay.
https:\/\/go.microsoft.com\/fwlink\/?LinkID=201134

In conclusion, this game is a fun nostalgic experience and when on sale for only 1 dollar is a great game to get!. Yeah... I don't
know wtf these tools are talking about. Games For Windows works just fine for me on Windows 10. It's not abandoned. It ties
into Xbox Live. There is no troubleshooting required. The people here who left bad reviews are probably just complete morons
and aren't qualified to even own a PC.

Nonetheless... GFWL is no reason to downvote the game itself , which is superb. It's basically the wet dream for any World of
Warships fan or anybody who loves naval warfare. This game has a unique feature where you can directly control any ship,
carrier, plane, or sub on the battlefield. From the cockpit or bridge in first person or third person view. You can even switch
between main battery weapons, secondary, and AA guns. It also has RTS elements.

For $10,00 you can't go wrong. I'm happy I bought the game, and I'll be picking up Battlestations; Midway as well. I love these
older titles. :). the game doesnt work the launcher fails every time. Yeah... I don't know wtf these tools are talking about. Games
For Windows works just fine for me on Windows 10. It's not abandoned. It ties into Xbox Live. There is no troubleshooting
required. The people here who left bad reviews are probably just complete morons and aren't qualified to even own a PC.

Nonetheless... GFWL is no reason to downvote the game itself , which is superb. It's basically the wet dream for any World of
Warships fan or anybody who loves naval warfare. This game has a unique feature where you can directly control any ship,
carrier, plane, or sub on the battlefield. From the cockpit or bridge in first person or third person view. You can even switch
between main battery weapons, secondary, and AA guns. It also has RTS elements.

For $10,00 you can't go wrong. I'm happy I bought the game, and I'll be picking up Battlestations; Midway as well. I love these
older titles. :)
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